
Inspired by the Atacama Desert

EXCURSIONS_
ALL OF OUR TOURS HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO ALLOW A GENUINE 

CONNECTION WITH THE DESERT HIGHLAND PLAINS.

We offer a wide array of tours, each falling into a conceptualized category based on the 
type of experience on offer. Whether that is to contemplate, to seek adventure, cultural 
heritage, gastronomy, astronomical enlightenment and so on. Alto Atacama has over 30 
different tours and excursions to choose from. Guests can connect with the landscape, 
through carefully devised walks, hikes, and biking routes. To the people, via cultural and 
heritage tours created with the native population, or to the night sky and Solar system, 
with the help of our open air observatory.
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RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE

LAKE/RIVER 
TOURS

MOUNTAINEERING

First and second layer

Sandals

Crampons

Walking sticks

Shorts / Short trekking 
trousers

Backpack and personal 
carry bag

Binoculars

Water bottle Factor 30+ sun cream

Camera

Hiking shoes

Swimsuit

Hat

Sunglasses

Third layer

Windbreaker

Wooley hat

Gloves/mittens

Jacket

Balaclava

Snood

WHAT 
TO 
BRING



EXCURSIONS_ CULTURAL

1 LICAN ANTAI CULTURE
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3 HIGH ANDEAN VILLAGES

4 HIGH CATARPE

5 TAMBO INCA CATARPE

6 ANDEAN ORCHARDS

The fi rst traces of human activity in the area date back more than 10 thousand years. 
Since then, the Atacama Desert has continued to be a hub of human interaction, a 
commercial crossroads for Andean peoples and a proud cradle of Ancient cultural 
heritage. These tours offer guests the opportunity to explore the legacy left by 
indigenous populations, from the Lican Antai, to the Tiwanaku peoples, and later the 
Inca. This is a chance to understand the heritage of these local hosts a little better.
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For the Lican Antai culture tour, the fi rst stop is 
the archaeological site of Tulor. At 2400 years 
old and well maintained, the site has been of 
great value in understanding many aspects of 
local history. Then, you will travel to the village 
of San Pedro to explore the old city and its 
church. Finally, visit Pucara of Quitor; a Pre-
Hispanic village that provides an outstanding 
example of original native heritage. 

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Easy
Altitude: 2,480 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:      |   Distance covered:

500 m / 0,3 mi

CULTURAL

1. LICAN ANTAI CULTURE

EXCURSIONS

11 km / 6,83 mi

This trip begins in the region of Hierbas Buenas. Here, 
you will fi nd ancient petroglyphs, thousands of years 
old, which represent scenes of the local shepherd way 
of life, the people’s day to day lives and the growth of 
the farming communities. Having explored the caves 
and rock faces, move onto Rainbow Valley, so called due 
to the multicoloured nature of its hills and cliffs, caused 
by the build up of different mineral deposits and their 
refl ection of the sunlight.     

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Easy
Altitude: 3,250 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:      |   Distance covered: 

115 km / 71,45 mi

2. ROCK ART

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

The fi rst stop on this tour will be Machuca. Known locally as the ancient village of shepherds, Machuca offers 
an insight into traditional farming techniques and practices. Guests then continue to the Putana Vado, known 
for inhabiting a variety of native fl ora, fauna and birdlife species. Next stop is Caspana, another typical village of 
the Altiplano though noted for its representative architecture and strong cultural identity. After lunch at a local 
restaurant in Caspana, the journey continues to Chiu-Chiu, a former trading hub of the region. Chiu-Chiu’s streets are 
best explored on foot, visiting the central church along the way. Finally, this exploration ends in the village of Lasan, 
stopping at the lagoon of Inka Coya en route, then back to the hotel.

* Includes lunch.

Duration: Full Day   |  Diffi culty: Medium  |  Altitude: 4,500 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days
What to bring:         |   Distance covered:

3. HIGH ANDEAN VILLAGES

170 km / 105,63 mi



6. ANDEAN ORCHARDS

EXCURSIONS
CULTURAL

During this tour, guests will hike to several lookouts of Catarpe. The fi rst stop is a prime view across the Tambo Valley; 
this vantage point shows off the surrounding hills, farmland, and pastures. The walk continues past petroglyphs and 
rock carvings before hitting the Cordillera de la Sal, and a scenic descent down to the San Pedro River. 

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Medium  |  Altitude: 2,550 m
Acclimatization: None  |  What to bring:      |   Distance covered:

5 km / 3,10 mi

2 km / 1,24 mi

This wide-ranging walk takes in some of the most 
scenic and culturally signifi cant sites which surround 
Alto Atacama. Begin at the renowned Chapel of San 
Isidro, an iconic example of colonial architecture 
which is ideally located near the Catarpe Valley. Enjoy 
views of the surrounding Cordillera de la Sal, where 
prehistoric geological formations of sand, clay, salt rock 
and volcanic ash, which have formed over millions of 
years, line the horizon. From San Isidro, having walked 
through some of the most breath-taking and beautiful 
trails of the valley, we will cross to Tambo de Cartape, 
a former centre of the Incan empire, constructed over 
600 years ago at the height of their dominance. 

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Easy
Altitude: 2,500 m   | Acclimatization: None
What to bring:      |   Distance covered:

RECOMMENDED

4. HIGH CATARPE

5. TAMBO INCA CATARPE
HIGH ANDEAN NATIVES 

BELIEVE THAT THE

“SOUL OF THE 
PEOPLE LIES IN THE 

KITCHEN.” 
 THESE EXCURSIONS ALOW YOU 

TO LEARN THE TECHNIQUES, 

INGREDIENTS, INFLUENCES 

AND ANCIENT PRACTICES 

THAT HAVE PASSED DOWN 

THROUGH THE GENERATIONS, 

AND OFFERS THE CHANCE TO 

UNDERSTAND THE INSPIRATION 

BEHIND THAT SAYING. 

CONNECTION THROUGH FOOD 

IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF 

ATACAMA CULTURE 

AND HERITAGE.

11 km / 6,83 mi

7 km / 4,34 mi

An ‘Ayllu’ is a cultural organization developed by the highland communities, designed 
to preserve the social and cultural heritage of these vast territories. This tour will spend 
time with the Ayllu of Coyo, meeting the families who live here, learning their traditional 
cultivation and irrigation mechanisms, while tasting typical food of the area, prepared by 
a local family.  

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Easy  |  Altitude: 2,490 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:     |   Distance covered:

14 km / 8,69 mi
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Our contemplative tours are designed to allow a deep immersion into the diverse topography, nature and 
culture of the Atacama. The varying routes were carefully considered by our expert guides to offer guests the 
chance of exploring the enigmas of the desert.
Most do not require extensive acclimatization or excessive physical exertion; however some are best enjoyed 
once completely acclimatized.

EXCURSIONS_ CONTEMPLATIVE



CONTEMPLATIVE
EXCURSIONS

This tour allows guests to enter a sanctuary of nature 
and geology. The Valley of the Moon is a spectacular 
geological formation created through the confl icting 
pressures of the Andes and the Cordillera de Domeyko. 
As one of the most breathtaking and iconic views in the 
entire region, travellers from all over the world migrate 
here to enjoy the sun setting over the Valley.

* Includes aperitif.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Easy
Altitude: 2,550 m  |   Acclimatization: None
What to bring:     |  Distance covered:

7. VALLEY OF THE MOON

25 km / 15,53 mi

This varied tour starts with a visit to Toconao, a local village known for its masonry and architecture which is typical of 
the area, as well as its important agricultural heritage. Next, continue to Tamarugos forest, a woodland region en route to 
the National Reserve of Los Flamencos, one of the most iconic and memorable spots to enjoy the renowned sunsets of the 
Desert.

* Includes aperitif.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Easy  |  Altitude: 2,300 m  |   Acclimatization: None  |  What to bring:     |  Distance covered:

8. ATACAMA SALT FLAT AND TOCONAO VILLAGE

64 km / 39,76 mi

“Grandpa crying” is the local name used to describe the 
Tatio Geysers, a geothermal fi eld sitting at 4,321 meters 
above sea level.
Beginning at dawn, you will explore the Geysers, 
which consist of large pools of boiling water and mud, 
fumaroles, and natural hot springs. This is also a good 
chance to appreciate the unique fl ora and fauna adapted 
to fl ourish in this extreme environment.
On return, you will stop at Machuca, a traditional village 
previously used by local shepherds.

* Includes breakfast.

Duration: Full Day   |  Diffi culty: Medium  
Altitude: 4,321 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days
What to bring:               |  Distance covered:

9. TATIO GEYSERS

100 km / 62,13 mi

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE

LAKE/RIVER 
TOURS



EXCURSIONS
CONTEMPLATIVE

RECOMMENDED

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE

LAKE/RIVER 
TOURS

The tour of Ojos del Salar takes us to two incredibly deep freshwater pools which emerge unannounced 
from the arid Desert plains. This trip is noteworthy for its conclusion on the banks the Turquoise Lagoon of 
Tebinquinche; we will arrive just in time for sunset. Tebinquinche is known as a unique location to experience 
the pallet of colours associated with Andean volcanic waters, and surrounding mountains as the sun sets and 
the light morphs across the ever-changing landscape.

* Includes aperitif.

Duration: Half day   |  Difi cultad: Easy  | Altitude: 2,410 m
Acclimatization: None  |   What to bring:           |  Distance covered:

10. THE SALT LAKES

EXPEDITIONS WILL ALLOW A 

DEEP IMMERSION 

INTO THE DIVERSE TOPOGRAPHY, NATURE 

AND CULTURE OF THE ATACAMA.

32 km / 19,88 mi

This excursion will take guests through the southwest region 
of San Pedro, initially voyaging into the Tropic of Capricorn 
at a crossroads where the Ecuadorian and Southern Chilean 
Empires met, an important location during the days of the 
Inca. The tour continues to Socaire, a local village known for 
its traditional Church and historical terraced plantations 
of quinoa and purple potatoes. Next, on to the high Andean 
Lagoons of Miscanti and Miñiques, formed as a result of ancient 
ice thaws, these crystal waters provide a sanctuary to observe 
the immensity of the mountains. The region is also a showpiece 
for the unique fl ora and fauna adapted to these high altitude 
conditions. 

* Includes lunch.

Duration: Full Day  |  Diffi culty: Medium  |  Altitude: 4,120 m
Acclimatization: 2 days  |  What to bring:           

Distance covered:

11. ANDEAN LAGOONS

126 km / 78,29 mi



EXCURSIONS
CONTEMPLATIVE

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE

LAKE/RIVER 
TOURS

The Wetlands tour offers the chance to delve deep 
into the Andean landscape, observing a variety 
of wildlife. The fi rst stop is the wetland park of 
Quepiaco, an important protected area in the region, 
and a great place to spot native bird species. Next it 

is the Salar de Pujsa, the largest reserve of its kind and 
the migration point for nesting fl amingos to lay their 
eggs. Finally, guests visit the immense rock formations 
known as the ‘Pecan monks’, noted for their sheer size 
and sudden emergence from the Desert fl oor.   

* Includes lunch.

Duration: Full Day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 4,500 m |  Acclimatization: 2 days

What to bring:           |  Distance covered:   
115 km / 71,45 mi

12 . WETLANDS AND 

PECAN MONKS    

This excursion will take guests through the 
southwest region of San Pedro, initially voyaging 
into the Tropic of Capricorn at a crossroads where 
the Ecuadorian and Southern Chilean Empires met, 
an important location during the days of the Inca. 
The tour continues to Socaire, a local village known 
for its traditional Church and historical terraced 
plantations of quinoa and purple potatoes. The 
journey continue to Aguas Calientes and Tuyajto, 
near the border with Argentina. At a height of 4,000 
meters above sea level, you can explore crystalline 
lagoons, known to refl ect and mirror the contrasting 
colours of the surrounding mountain landscape 

* Includes lunch.

Duration: Full Day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 4,300 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days
What to bring:             |  Distance covered:

13. SALT FLATS OF AGUAS CALIENTES AND TUYAJTO

140 km / 86,99 mi

The crystal clear salt waters of the 
Tebinquinche Lagoon, surrounded by the 
imposing Cordillera mountains, are our 
preferred location to witness the intense 
contrast of colour, texture and shadow of a 
high Andean sunrise. Here, you will see the 
landscape shift and change as the sun rises, 
and the light levels move across the plains. 

* Includes breakfast.

What to bring:       

Distance covered:

14. SUNRISE IN THE ATACAMA (*)

(*) Check availability with the guides.
37 km / 22,99 mi



Begin at the renowned Chapel of San Isidro, an iconic 
example of colonial architecture which is ideally located 
near the Catarpe Valley. Enjoy views of the surrounding 
Cordillera de la Sal, where prehistoric geological formations 
of sand, clay, salt rock and volcanic ash, which have formed 
over millions of years, line the horizon. What better 
place to enjoy a spiritual yoga lesson than in the natural 
amphitheatre which is the Cordillera de la Sal, surrounded 
on all sides by Mother Earth at her most majestic, not far 
from the Chapel.

Duration: Half Day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 3,900 m  |  Acclimatization: 1 day
What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

15. THE CASCADA / VALLEY OF 

THE MOON (*)

16. YOGA LESSON IN THE 

CATARPE VALLEY

EXCURSIONS

The aptly named ‘Valley Of The Moon’, 
which dissects swathes of northern 
Chile’s high Andean plains, truly does 

feel like a landscape from another world. 
Setting off for the dramatic scenery of Las 
Tres Marías, this section of the canyon is 
a myriad of colours, geological anomalies 

and sedimentary deposits which have 
formed here over millions of years. Steep 
cliff walls and imposing facades showcase 

the powerful effects of water erosion on 
these now deserted plains, with sporadic 
outcrops of towering rock formations, only 

adding to the otherworldly feel of the valley.

Duration: Half Day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 2,550 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

CONTEMPLATIVE

4,5 km / 2,79 mi

25 km / 15,53 mi

2 km / 1,24 mi

7 km / 4,34 mi

RECOMMENDED

(*) Excursion available in short or 
extended versions
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As the Atacama Desert is one of the driest places on Earth, it leaves the sky 
free of clouds, meaning that the skies above are some of the clearest in the 
world. Many regard this region as the best in the Southern Hemisphere 
to practice astronomy. We consider the skies above the desert to be the 
window pane of the universe. Our location is a spot to observe in peace the 
magnifi cent spectacle of stars, planets, galaxies, constellations and nebulae 
that have left us wondering since the dawn of time. 

EXCURSIONS_ ASTRONOMICAL



ASTRONOMICAL
EXCURSIONS

To make the most of our privileged position 
in the desert, we have installed the only 
open air observatory in the region. It sits 
atop one of the many hills near the hotel. 
There, six swivel chairs and a powerful 
telescope will enable guests to take in the 
intricacies of our universe with real clarity 
while here. You will also have the knowledge 
of one of our expert guides to answer 
questions and give information on the long 
history of human astronomical discoveries. 

Duration: 1 hour  |  Diffi culty: Easy
Altitude: 2,490 m  | Acclimatization:  None
What to bring:     

This night time trek is only possible during periods of 
complete illumination from the light of a full moon. You will 
begin by travelling the Cordillera de la Sal, and through the 
appropriately named Valley of Mars. Once you have scaled to 
a decent height, enjoy views of the Cartarpe Valley, the oasis 
of San Pedro, Salar de Atacama, the Andes and Cordillera de 
Domeyko, all visible by the unique and eerie light offered by 
our celestial cousin. 

Duration: 1,5 hours  |  Diffi culty: Easy
Altitude: 2,470 m  |   Acclimatization:  None
What to bring:            |  Special:                   |  Distance covered:

4 km / 2,48 mi

AS THE ATACAMA DESERT IS ONE OF THE DRIEST 

PLACES ON EARTH, IT LEAVES THE SKY FREE OF 

CLOUDS, MEANING THAT THE SKIES ABOVE 

ARE SOME OF THE CLEAREST 
IN THE WORLD. 

MANY REGARD THIS REGION AS THE BEST 

IN THE ENTIRE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE TO 

PRACTICE ASTRONOMY. TO MAKE THE MOST 

OF OUR PRIVILEGED POSITION IN THE DESERT, 

WE HAVE INSTALLED THE ONLY OPEN AIR 

OBSERVATORY IN THE REGION. IT SITS ATOP ONE 

OF THE MANY HILLS NEAR THE HOTEL. 

(*) Check availability with the guides..

17. ANDEAN ASTRONOMY

18. FULL MOON WALK (*)

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS
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Our adventure tours will offer guests just that – an adventure! This range of 
walking and biking excursions allow the force of the Desert to be revealed with the 
natural energy it deserves.

EXCURSIONS_ ADVENTURE

19 THE COLORADOS

20 CACTUS HIKE

21 INCA PASS

22 DEVIL’S THROAT

23 VILAMA / DEVIL’S THROAT

24 YOGA LESSON AND BIKING TO THE 

 DEVIL’S THROAT

25 KARI GORGE

26 CATARPE VALLEY

27 CAPUR SALT FLAT



EXCURSIONS

(*) Excursion available in short or 
extended versions

ADVENTURE

This route crosses one of the most important ancient 
thoroughfares used by local shepherds thousands of 
years ago. Next, you will pass through the daunting 
tunnel formerly used to connect San Pedro with 
Calama. The walk continues along the cliffs of the 
Cordillera de la Sal, the perfect place to observe the 
Catarpe Valley, the oasis of San Pedro, the Salar de 
Atacama, the Andes, the Cordillera de Domeyko, and 
even Alto Atacama itself! Finally, as the trek begins 
to turn make its way back, cross a path which rolls 
down the middle of the high dunes, a well know 
feature of Mars Valley.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 2,550 m  |   Acclimatization: : None
What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

19. THE COLORADOS  (*)
RECOMMENDED

6,3 km / 3,91 mi

3 km / 1,86 mi

This hike begins in Guatín, at the point where 
the Puritama and Purifi ca rivers meet, turning 
into the mighty Vilama River from Guatín 
onwards. Trek through diverse rock formations 
and vegetation, including ancient cacti standing 
at over seven metres tall. The region was once 
populated with an abundance of shepherding 
communities so you will pass through former 
settlements as you walk.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: High
Altitude: 3,166 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:       |  Distance covered: 

20. CACTUS HIKE

This challenging half-day trek begins with a climb to 
the base of the cornices of the Catarpe Valley, to enjoy 
the expansive views before your descent. After taking 
in the surrounding vista, you will begin the climb down 
through the dunes of the Mars Valley. The fi rst stop is 
Coca Stone, an ancient centre for the trading of goods 
and animals, commonly a stop along old indigenous 
caravan routes. Here, hikers will also fi nd an abundance 
of preserved rock art. Next, the vast and arid Llano de la 
Paciencia showcases geological formations typical of 
the area, before continuing through the Mars Valley and 
eventually home.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: High
Altitude: 2,600 m  | Acclimatization: None 
What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

29 km  / 18,01 mi

21. INCA PASS
7,5 km / 4,66 mi

35 km / 21,74 mi



This excursion begins on mountain bike from 
the Ayllu (settlement) of Quitor. From here 
the path winds through the spectacular 
gorges of the Cordillera de la Sal in the 
Catarpe Valley. The tour continues on 
the Garganta del Diablo (Devil’s Throat), 
named in connection with ancient myths 
of the local people. Finally, you will bike to 
visit San Isidro and its perfectly situated 
church as an ideal end to the ride.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 2,500 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:       |  Distance covered: 22. DEVIL’S THROAT

EXCURSIONS

This varied hike takes in a mix of both intriguing 
archaeological history and captivating landscapes, 
carved out predominantly by the ferocious fl ood waters 
of the Vilama and San Pedro Rivers over many millennia. 
Starting at the Vilama Sulphur mine, the route then 
follows in the footsteps of local shepherds of times 
gone by, until reaching the ancient petroglyphs of Lican 
Antai, a real-life history lesson and glimpse of the past. 
Finally, it is onward to the ominously named Devil’s 
Throat Canyon, which offers sublime views across the 
Cordillera de la Sal.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Medium
Altitude: 2,700 m  |  Acclimatization: None
What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

Beginning with a truly memorable yoga lesson at the nearby Ckepi lookout point, you will then bike through some of the most breath-
taking and beautiful trails of the valley, crossing to Tambo de Catarpe, a former centre of the Incan empire, constructed over 600 years 
ago at the height of their dominance. From here, in the shadow of the ominously named ‘Devil’s Throat’ canyon, which offers great views 
across the Atacama salt fl ats, we follow an ancient path used by generations of local shepherds all the way up until the 1980’s, before 
returning on a scenic trail back to the hotel.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Medium  |  Altitude: 2,700 m  |  Acclimatization: None  |  What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

24. YOGA LESSON AND BIKING TO THE DEVIL’S THROAT

ADVENTURE

18 km / 11,18 mi 

RECOMMENDED

6 km / 3,72 mi10 km / 6,21 mi

23. VILAMA / DEVIL’S THROAT

18 km / 11,18 mi 



The ever-majestic Cordillera de la Sal never fails to entice and excite, with jagged caverns, steep cliffs and narrow passes 
in fi ne display at Quebrada de Kari. Walking fi rst across open, expanding plains, which lead into tight passageways and 
formidable mineral mountains, the hike to Quebrada de Kari offers a beautiful insight into the historical geological 
processes which have shaped these lands. We are also taken into one of the rare habitats frequented by high-altitude 
birds, which enjoy the protection offered by high salt concentrations in the rocks during cold winter nights.  

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: Medium  |  Altitude: 2,550 m
Acclimatization: None  |  What to bring:       |  Distance covered:

25. KARI GORGE

EXCURSIONS

Making the most of the Altiplano during this 
challenging hike, you will face the majestic heights 
of Salar de Capur, meaning ‘Fox’ in the local 
Kunza language. This 4-hour hike will take place 
along 10km of scenic, ascending trails, reaching 
panoramic lookouts and changing terrain as the 
pathway weaves its way up to an ultimate altitude 
of 4,300m above sea level. Once at the summit, 
expansive views across the salt plains of Aguas 
Calientes are the reward for efforts made, with this 
vantage point providing a striking, memorable look at 
these undulating lands.

Duration: Full day  |  Diffi culty:  Medium - H igh
Altitude: 4,300 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days
What to bring:             |  Distance covered:

27. CAPUR SALT FLAT

26. CATARPE VALLEY

ADVENTURE

4,9 km / 3,04mi25 km / 15,53 mi

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE This tour treks exclusively within the Catarpe Valley itself. Guests will travel along the famous San Pedro River, 

before crossing into Tambo, the former administrative centre of the Incan Empire. After exploring Tambo, the walk 
continues through the vast landscapes of the Valley, passing smaller villages along the way. 

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty:  High  |  Altitude: 2,530 m
Acclimatization: None  |  What to bring:     |  Distance covered: 14 km  / 8,69 mi

11 km / 6,83 mi

140 km / 86,99 mi



28 DESERT VALLEYS
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EXCURSIONS_ EXPEDITION
These tours are our most demanding and require a minimum of two days altitude 
acclimatization as many of these expeditions pass over four thousand meters 
above sea level. From the heights of our volcanoes to the depths of our streams, 
these excursions present a range of unique challenges to all thrill seekers. 
Amongst other things, you will hike through the mountains that populate the 
vast high Andean plains, and have given protection to the indigenous cultures of 
this region for centuries. As the old cliché goes, with these tours; ‘The greater the 
effort, the greater the reward!’



This extensive tour will take you across some of the most arid and 
inhospitable regions of the desert, recreating old routes formed 
by the ancient people of this area. You will start in the east, at 
the Valley of Mars, before trekking through to the Llano de la 
Paciencia, and on to the western side of the Valley of the Moon. 
From there, cross to the Cordillera de la Sal, and pass the ‘Three 
Marys’ (Ancient rock formations sculpted largely by extreme 
winds) and on to an exploration of the central crater of Valley 
of the Moon. The geology changes throughout this trek, 
including giant sand dunes and compacted salt mineral beds.

* Includes picnic.

Duration: Half day  |  Diffi culty: High
Altitude: 2,750 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days 

What to bring:        |  Distance covered:

Recreating an ancient route taken by migrating local 
shepherds and their fl ocks for many centuries, you will begin 
this full day hike in the wetlands of Vado Machuca. Following 
the line of a nearby river, the tour passes the abandoned ruins 
of old stone structures used by the shepherds, though some 
are still inhabited to this day. The trek continues to Peñaliri, a 
now deserted village though noteworthy for its well maintained 
agricultural terraces. Finally, the last few kilometres of this trek 
will take you on a scenic journey to the Rio Grande, where you 
will stop for some well earned local food.  

* Includes lunch.

Duration: Full Day  |  Diffi culty: High
Altitude: 4,015 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days
What to bring:            |  Distance covered:

38 km  / 23,61 mi

This excursion is a specially designed route created to prepare guests 
for the acclimatization and skills necessary to then go on to enjoy high 
altitude volcano climbing. Its name “Llaretas” comes from the name of 
the plant which grows locally, and is attached to rocks in this area. The 
plant was used as fuel between the herdsmen of the region to create fi re 
and fuel both cooking and heating. 
The road starts with the hills surrounding the east of the Geysers. The 
pathway is marked only with the vague tracks of local animals, and at four 
thousand meters the route descends between rocks and cliffs, following 
the improvised footpath of animal tracks. The trail leads down until you 
reach the bottom of the ravine, before beginning an ascent back up to the 
mountain pass.

* Includes picnic lunch.

Duration: Full Day   |  Diffi culty: High 
Altitude: 4,300 m  |  Acclimatization: 2 days
What to bring:              |  Distance covered:

28. DESERT VALLEYS

29. ROUTE OF THE SHEPHERDS

30. LLARETAS ROUTE

EXCURSIONS
EXPEDITION

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE

LAKE/RIVER 
TOURS

15 km / 9,32 mi

108 km / 67,10 mi

8 km / 4,97 mi

98 km / 60,89 mi



31. TOCO VOLCANO

33. VOLCANO LICANCABUR (*)

32. SOQUETE VOLCANO

EXCURSIONS

(*) To be arranged before your arrival.

EXPEDITION

The Toco Volcano tour begins in an old abandoned sulphur mine 
near the border between Chile and Bolivia. From here, the ascent 
up the volcano begins. After a challenging guided hike up the 
mountain side, the scenery from the summit is breathtaking. 
From there, you will have panoramic views of Bolivian Lagoons, 
neighbouring volcanoes, the Andes, and the Chajnantor Plateau 
(home to the Alma astronomical project).

* Includes picnic lunch.

Duration: Half day (climbing)  |  Diffi culty: High
Altitude: 5,604 m  |  Acclimatization: 3 days
What to bring:              |  Distance covered:

Amid the mountain range stands the pointy top of Volcan Soquete, near 
the Tatio Geysers. The path taken on this trek is a good way to acclimatize 
for those looking to take on more demanding heights and tougher treks 
throughout their time in the region. It is also an excellent tour to go into the 
mountains and observe the unique fl ora and fauna of the area.

* Includes picnic lunch.

Duration: Half day (climbing)  |  Diffi culty: High  |  Altitude: 5,408 m
 Acclimatization: 3 days  |  What to bring:               |  Distance covered:

This extended expedition begins with 
an ascent at the south-western edge 
of Laguna Verde (4,350 m) on the 
eastern slope of Juriques Volcano, near 
the Bolivian border. From here you hike 
the path to neighbouring Licancabur in 
Bolivia. Licancabur is thought to house 
the earliest remnants of human activity 
in the high Andean region, with traceable 
signs of ancient ceremonies still visible to 
this day. On reaching the summit, climbers 
will be treated to unparalleled views of the 
surrounding craters, the Salar de Atacama, 
Andes and wider Altiplano. 

* Includes all meals.

Duration: 2 days  (climbing)
Diffi culty: Expert |  Altitude: 5,917 m
Acclimatization: 7 days
What to bring:              |  Special:                      

Distance covered:

MOUNTAINEERING

RECOMMENDED

DURING LOW-
TEMPERATURE 

TOURS

DURING SUN 
EXPOSURE

LAKE/RIVER 
TOURS

3,5 km / 2,17 mi

50 km / 31,06 mi

4 km / 2,48 mi

90 km / 55,92 mi

7,6 km / 4,72 mi

50 km / 31,06 mi
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Tours authorized by Resolution 
No. 506, November 7, 2014, of the 

National Directorate of Borders and Limits 
of the State. The edition and circulation of 
maps, geographic charts and other prints/ 
documents concerning or relating it to the 

boundaries and frontiers of Chile, do not 
compromise in any way, the State of Chile, 

according to Art. 2nd letter g ) DFL No. 83 
of 1979 of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

To 370 km. de San Pedro de Atacama 
Llullaillaco Volcano (22,109 ft), fi fth tallest volcano in the world, active.

_CULTURAL _CONTEMPLATIVE _EXPEDITION_ASTRONOMICAL _ADVENTURE
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